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Abstract

Modern magnetic disks support advanced mechanisms� such as read�ahead and caching�

to optimize disk access performance� However� most of the proposed disk models in the

literature of multimedia storage systems are too simpli�ed to include the advanced feature

that result in inaccurate performance prediction� In this paper� we propose an accurate�

detailed SCSI disk model customized for multimedia storage systems� The methodologies of

extracting the parameters of the proposed model are presented� Disk throughput is analyzed

and veri�ed by experiments under various contexts� The model and methodologies proposed

in the paper can bene�t the design of multimedia storage system in many ways� such as

performance prediction� �le layout design and disk I�O scheduling policy�
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� Introduction

Modern magnetic disks play a very important role in multimedia computing� such as �le

cache in a hierarchical multimedia storage system�	� �
�� and storage for multimedia clips���

and long� continuous media���� The objectives of many research projects aim to allow a

disk or a group of disks��� to provide high bandwidth� as well as to respond as predictable as

expected����� For both goals� it requires an accurate performance model of disk as founda�

tion to understand and to predict the behavior of the disk� In addition� the model cannot be

too complicated to be implemented as on�line decision supports for multimedia storage sys�

tems� such as performance prediction� bene�t scheduling policy decision���� and �le layout

design����

However� most of the disk models in the previous research of multimedia storage systems

are oversimpli�ed� Some assume disk transfer rate is constant ��� ���� while the others

use the maximum delay as an assurance of service quality ���� The former the �average�

model� does not take the �uctuating characteristics of disk access into consideration� and

the latter the �worst case� model� is conservative that it under�utilizes the capacity of the

disks� Moreover� most disk models fail to model the sophisticated mechanisms and controls

of modern disk that allow caching and performing read�ahead to reduce response time� The

parallelism among disk operation� data transfer and host machine processing is another area

often ignored� As a result� the accuracy of predicted performance is questionable�

An accurate� detailed model of modern disk consists of many parameters� including seek�

ing time� transfer rate� cache full�empty ratio� and is able to describe the complicated math�

ematical relationships among the parameters� Some parameters have �xed values� such as

size of track skew� while some are tunable� such as cache full�empty ratio� that can in�uence

the disk throughput� Some are functions of other dependent parameters� such as the disk

head seeking time is a function with seeking distance as input� Not all the parameters can

be obtained in technical manuals from disk manufacturers� as they are context dependent

or simply not provided by the disk manufacturers� Some parameters varies from drive to
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drive due to the physical discrepancy of disks� not possible to be documented in the technical

manuals� For instance� each disk has di�erent number of bad sectors from manufacturing de�

fection� Even found in technical manuals� the published parameters may be neither accurate�

nor in the desired representation forms� An example is the seeking time function that gener�

ally only average and�or maximum seeking time are published� while seeking time function

with seeking distance as input parameter is desired by system designers� Furthermore� some

performance parameters depend on the hardware and�or software of the host machines that

makes it impossible for disk manufacturers to provide the numbers� Consequently� there is

a need to have feasible methodologies to extract the parameters from the disks�

The goal of this paper is di�erent from ��� ��� which focus on building a complete and

accurate disk simulator� Its drawback is that a disk simulator cannot provide on�line advice

due to its complexity� Rather� this paper emphasizes on �nding a simple and useful disk

model that still maintains a high degree of accuracy� specially customized for multimedia

storage systems� The major di�erences between a multimedia storage system and a conven�

tional text �le system are their access unit sizes and access controls� The access unit of a

multimedia storage system is generally large� up to several tracks� while in a conventional

text �le system� the access unit is a line or a record� just hundreds or thousands bytes long�

Due to the real time constraint of most multimedia systems� the multimedia storage system

has to be designed so that the data can be read and transmitted in time as predicted� In

consequence� most multimedia storage systems are designed to have control on both of the

number and bandwidth of access streams� while the text �le system plays no active role in

access control� A carefully designed disk model can take advantage of the unique charac�

teristics of multimedia storage systems to reduce the complexity� However� the model has

to be easily built and utilized� and still accurate and useful enough to help the multimedia

storage systems in their on�line decision makings� such as disk requests scheduling�

In this paper� Section � introduces the SCSI disk architecture� and proposes a performance

model� The performance model carefully depicts the parallelism of disk� SCSI controller and

data transfer� In Section �� an acquisition methodology of each parameter in the perfor�
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mance model is presented� The acquisition methodology selection criteria include accuracy

of the parameter and ease of use� Throughput issues related to multimedia applications are

discussed� and formulas are proposed and veri�ed by experiments in Section �� Conclusions

are in Section ��

� A SCSI Disk Model

��� SCSI Controller and Disk
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Figure �� SCSI Bus Con�guration�

SCSI Small Computer System Interface� ���� disk I�O system is popular for its low cost�

�exibility� versatility and high performance� As depicted in Figure �� a SCSI bus connects

a SCSI controller to multiple SCSI peripherals� and the SCSI controller is attached to the

host bus�

In Figure �� the structure of disk is depicted� In a disk� there are several platters that

both sides can be used for data storage and each side has its own read�write head� On each

surface� there are several thousands tracks� and the tracks of each platters with the same

radius from the spindle form a cylinder� In the most modern disks� the tracks in the outer

zone have larger capacity that the tracks in the inner zone� Contiguous data structure is
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Figure �� SCSI Disk Structure�

usually stored in one or more track of a cylinder to save the read�write head seeking motion�

The tracks of a cylinder have di�erent starting positions� the distance of the starting position

of two neighboring tracks of a cylinder is called track skew� The purpose of disk skew is

designed to o�set the time of head switch� i�e� the settlement operation of a read�write head

due to out of alignment between tracks� and host processing time that may allow sequential

read of tracks as fast as disk rotates called non�stop media access�� Similarly� cylinder skew

is the distance between the starting positions of neighboring cylinders� and serves the same

purpose� A detailed introduction of magnetic disk mechanism and model can be found in

����

The analysis in this section is valid for both read and write operations� For simplicity�

only read operation is used as example� and only one zone is considered� Without loss of

generality� cylinder skew is considered the same size as track skew in the analyses of the paper

to reduce replications of similar formulas� Since the discussion in this article is intended for

multimedia storage system� the unit of access is track� instead of sector as in other papers����

Due to the limitation of length� the proof of formula is ignored when the formula is clear

and self�explained� Interested readers can refer to ��� for details�
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Figure �� Timing Diagram of SCSI Disk Access�

��� SCSI Disk Access Model

The access time of a SCSI disk comprises host machine pre�access processing time� SCSI

controller command interpretation time� disk head positioning time� waiting time before

reading from disk platter� media access time� SCSI transmission time� and host machine

post�access processing time� The timing diagram of disk access is depicted in Figure ��

Machine pre�processing H�� time starts from the time user process calls I�O functions

until operating system issues access commands to SCSI controller� When SCSI controller

receives a command from host machine� it interprets the command� initiates connection and

forward the SCSI commands to target hard drive� Generally� the interpretation time SI� is

short� in comparison with the whole I�O processing time�

Hard disks have to position the read�write head to the right cylinder that the duration is

known as seek time� before data read�write� The seek time is a linear function of square root

of seeking distance when the distance is short� and for long seeking distance� it is proportional

to the distance� Before the read�write head settles down� some minor adjustment is needed

to have the head right on the top of the target cylinder that the adjustment time is called
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head settle time� In addition� read�write cannot be started unless the target sector is rotated

to the position underneath the head� The time of rotation is naturally called rotation latency�

Altogether� the sum of seek time� settle time and rotation time is called disk head positioning

DP� time�

Once data is read from disk platter� it is stored in the cache of disk controller� The time

of data read� called as media access time MA�� is exactly the rotation time of the target

data block� The purpose of the caching is not only for balancing transmission rates between

disk and SCSI bus in order to optimize the overall performance of SCSI devices� but also

for data storage during read�ahead operation� Data cannot be transferred from disk drive

to SCSI controller until the amount of data cached is higher than a pre�speci�ed threshold

value� The time to �ll the cache to the threshold level is called cache �lling time CT�� The

transfer time of cached data� via SCSI controller� to host machine is denoted as ST� Finally�

the host machine spends H� time to process the incoming data and to move it to the user

address space�

The older disk drives do not have caching and read�ahead functions that its access re�

sponse time is determined by the disk head position as the request is processed� While disk

head position is considered a random function for random access� it is obtainable from other

parameters in a sequential access�

In Figure �� tr�i denotes the time user process issues i�th disk access� tt�i denotes the

time disk completes media access of the i�th disk access� and tp�i is the time user process

receives data of i�th disk access� IRi is the inter�request delay after the i�th access� I�e�

tr�i�� � tp�i � IRi� We have formula Eq� �� representing the access time without read

ahead� AT �

AT � H� � SI �DP � CT � ST �H� ���

From Figure �� it can be observed MA is subsumed by CT and ST� Therefore� MA does not

present in the equation�

For sequential access without read ahead�� the �rst read can apply Eq� ��� Afterward�

	



the time of each disk access ATseq�i is as in Eq� ���

ATseq�i � H� � SI �DPseq�i � CT � ST �H� ���

where

DPseq�i �

��
�

RESi � �MA� TS� if RESi � �

�djRESije � jRESij� � �MA� TS� if RESi � �
���

RESi �
MA� TS � CT � ST �H�� IRi �H�� SI

MA� TS
�	�

tp�N � tr�� �AT �
NX
i��

�IRi�� �ATseq�i� �
�

If RESi � 
� the next media access can proceed immediately at the next rotation� Otherwise�

disk will rotate djRESijetimes without media access� Eq��� shows the completion time of

N sequential accesses�

��� Disk Read Ahead

tp�i �

��
�

tt�i�� � TS � CT � ST �H� if tr�i �H� � SI � tt�i�� � TS �CT

tr�i �H� � SI � ST �H� if tt�i�� � TS � CT � tr�i �H� � SI
���

Figure �� Access Completion Time with Read Ahead�

In order to increase the throughput of disk I�O system� modern disk provides a function

called read�ahead that reads the next data block immediately and store the data in the cache

memory of disk after the current read is done� When the next data block is requested� it

can be accessed immediately� From Figure �� the read�ahead operation overlaps the data

transfer and host machine processing� If arranged properly� the disk access rate can be as

fast as the disk rotation rate times track density� During read�ahead� if the incoming access
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requests other data block� the disk controller is intelligent enough to interrupt the current

read�ahead operation and start to read the requested target data block�

The disk access time with read�ahead is not as straightforward as without read�ahead�

The reason is that the states of disk and cache a�ect the response time� The read operation

completion time� tp�i is represented as in Eq� �� in Figure �� The �rst equation shows the

case that the requested data block is not cached when disk controller receives the request�

and the second shows otherwise� The response time with read ahead� ATra� can be calculated

by

ATra � tp�i � tr�i� ���

For a sequence of sequential access� the read�ahead function can greatly reduce the overall

response time if the read request can be issued in time� As read�ahead operation only

reads one more data block and stops once completed� the read command of the next data

block must arrive at the disk controller before the completion of read�ahead operation i�e�

tr�i�� � H� � SI � tt�i � TS �MA� for the i�th access� in order to maintain the non�stop

media access� Otherwise� the disk has to wait for one complete revolution before it can

read the next data block� For the sequential access without read�ahead� the window for

the read command to arrive to achieve non�stop media access is narrower� The condition is

tr�i�� �H� � SI � tt�i � TS for the i�th access�

� Parameters Acquisition

Only having accurate performance parameters warrants accurate disk models� Generally

an easy way to obtain performance parameters is to consult technical references published

by disk manufacturers� However� the performance data on the technical reference may be

nominal e�g� average access time instead of a function of context variables� or not mentioned

e�g� cache �lling algorithm�i Furthermore� performance parameters may be host machine

dependent� As a result� the performance data has to be either derived from model� measured

or obtained via interrogations with SCSI disk and bus controllers�
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There may be more than one way to acquire the value of a parameter� Our preference

is as the order of the sequence� derivation from model� user�level measurement� kernel�level

measurement and interrogation� and external measuremente�g� using SCSI bus analyzer��

The rationale is to allow ordinary users to acquire the parameters as easy and accurate as

possible� The interrogation method is preferred for the speci�cation of logical structure of

disk� such as the number of cylinders and the length of track skew� since the data stored in

the disk controller is generally correct� and by doing so can save much trouble in measuring�

The acquisition methodologies can be applied to many other environments with di�erent

hardware and software�

��� Environment

The parameters extraction and measurement environment in this paper is on a ��� DX����

PC with SCSI bus AHA����VL� and SCSI disk drive HPC����A�� A �ne grained micro

timer is implemented for event timing recording� which will not be discussed in this paper�

The disk driver is modi�ed to allow interrogating peripheral directly for parameter extraction�

and recording the time of events� A SCSI analyzer is used for analyzing and measuring the

signals on SCSI bus�

��� Methodologies

Pre�read Host Processing Time

Pre�read host processing time H�� is the time from user process issues I�O command until

disk driver sends out SCSI commands� including the time of context switch� memory mapping

and management activities� and driver execution� Both the starting and �nishing time are

logged using the micro timer� and H� can be calculated as their di�erence� Generally� the

length of pre�read host processing time is proportional to the size of data block� and is host

machine dependent�
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SCSI Command Interpretation Time

SCSI command interpretation time SI� is the time SCSI controller runs its �rmware to

interpret the SCSI command and performs initial set up with the target disk� As SCSI

controller executes as a black box� SI cannot be measured directly with the tools we have�

Alternatively� we measure the processing time of SCSI controller of commands without inter�

acting with disks called non�disk SCSI commands� and the time of SCSI controller performs

handshaking with disk separately� and add up the two numbers as a reference value of SI� For

the former� we choose a dozen of non�disk SCSI commands and measure the processing time

by the micro timer invoked from the device driver� The handshaking time can be measured

directly using SCSI analyzer� The largest sum is selected as SI� just about �� of the total

disk access time� in order not to underestimate� The other way to obtain the SI value is to

subtract all other processing times from the total access time� As SI is relatively small to

the whole disk access time� the imprecision in other measurements will result in high error

rate of SI� Thus� this approach is not adopted�

Disk Head Position Time

Disk head positioning time DP� includes seeking time and rotation latency�� Seeking time

is a function of seeking distance that is synthesized from the measurements for each seeking

distance� First� the time to complete the seek operation of the current cylinder called self�

seek operation� is measured at the user�level� The time of self�seek is spent on host machine

and controller processing� but the mechanical disk head movement� Then seek commands

of each di�erent distance are issued and measured� Subtracting the measured times of each

distance by the self�seek time� the results are the pure disk head seeking times for di�erent

distances� The process is repeated until the seeking times for all distances are obtained� The

seeking time in our model is shorter than the published numbers and other work since the

handshaking time between SCSI controller and disk is counted in SI in this model�

�Head switch time is subsumed by track�cylinder skew and head settle time is measured as part of seeking

time that both do not show in this model�
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The rotation latency is the result of dividing the distance between the disk head and the

target sector by the revolution speed of disk� The revolution time published in the technical

manual is generally accurate� However� in order to amend the adverse situation of having

a bad disk� the method in ���� is adopted that the revolution time is obtained by reading

same sector without read�ahead many times� The di�erence between two completion times

is the time for one revolution�

Track�Cylinder Skew

ANSI SCSI command set���� provides commands to interrogate SCSI controller and disk to

obtain the track�cylinder skew factor� which is represented in the unit of sector� Track�cylinder

skew TS�CS� time can be calculated by dividing track�cylinder skew by the revolution

speed�

Cache Filling Time

Caching �lling time CT� is determined by the threshold value of cache full ratio� is controlled

by a SCSI variable� called Bu�er Full RatioBFR� for read operationy� Only when the cached

data is above the threshold value� data can be transferred from disk to SCSI bus� The usage

of Bu�er Full Ratio is a grey area in ANSI SCSI�� speci�cation that disk manufacturers may

have their own designs� Thus� the associated cache �lling time of each value of BFR range

from 

 to FF� needs to be measured�

In the measurement� a SCSI analyzer is used to measure the time from disk receives

read command of the same track� to data transfer starts� The measured time is the sum

of rotation latency and cache �lling time� In order to remove e�ect of rotation latency�

the measurements are taken many times with di�erent inter�request intervals� The smallest

measurement is considered as the cache �lling time� This process continues until all the BFR

values are examined�

ySimilarly� Bu�er Empty Ratio is for writing data from SCSI controller to disk�
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Media Access Time

Media access time MA� for a track is exactly the time of one revolution�

SCSI Bus Transfer Time

SCSI bus transfer time ST� is decided by the size of data and BFR� and can be measured

directly using SCSI analyzer� With smaller BFR� the times of data transfer is larger� Thus�

the transfer time is longer due to more initializations� Note that ST is measured for each

di�erent bfr value�

Post�Read Host Processing Time

Post�read host processing time� H�� is generally proportional to the block size� H� is the

di�erence between the time of disk interrupt occurs and user process receives data� logged

by calling the micro timer�
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 Cylinders�

Example � The extracted values of parameters following the methodologies� averaged from

�

 measurements� are listed in Table �� The seeking function with distance from � to �



cylinders are plotted in Figure �� each time point averaged from �

 random experiments�
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H� SI MA TS CS H�

����ms 
��
ms ����ms ����ms ��
�ms 
���ms

BFR CT ST


� ����ms ���	�ms

�
 ����ms 	��	ms

FF ���

ms 	���ms

Table �� Parameters Measured for �
KB Read on HPC����A�

� Disk Model andMeasurements for Multimedia Stor�

age Systems

There are several factors a�ect the throughput of disk� including access pattern i�e�� sequen�

tial or random access�� read�ahead or not� inter�request period� and values of bu�er ratio

variables� In this section� the performance analyses for random and sequential accesses are

presented� Applications of the model on multimedia storage systems are also discussed�

��� Random Access

For random access� Eq� �� is applicable for the response time� The values of seeking distance�

rotation latency and track size are needed to calculate AT � Rotation latency depends on the

distance between the read�write head position and the target sector� There are two ways

to keep track of the read�write head position� One way is to interrogate the SCSI and disk

controller� and the other is to maintain a counter in host machine to keep the disk head

position and have the counter updated every a short period� However� both approaches

cannot work e�ectively that the former su�ers from inaccuracy due to processing delays and

the latter has high counter update overhead and synchronization problem� The di�culty to

obtain correct position of read�write head in time leads to the problem in deciding rotation
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latency� Thus� average response time is a practical alternative for system designers� The

average random access time� AT random� is as below�

AT random � H� � SI �DPrandom � CT � ST �H� ��

where DPrandom is DP with average rotation latency i�e� half a revolution�� The throughput

of random access� TPrandom� can be calculated as

TPrandom �
track size

�AT random � IRavg�
���

where IRavg is the average inter�request time that equals to the time of half revolution of

disk�

Response Time Throughput

Model �����ms ��	�KB�s

Measurement �����ms ����KB�s

Table �� Response Time and Throughput of �
KB Read�

Example � Applying Eq� �� on the data in Table �� the average random access time of

�
KB read with � cylinders seek and BFR��
� is �����ms� Note the average seeking time

for � cylinders is �ms from Figure �� An experiment with the same setting is conducted �




times randomly� and the measured average response time is �����ms that is within �� error

rate from the time derived from our model� The throughput data is also listed in Table ��

��� Sequential Access

The response time of sequential access without read�ahead is shown in Eq� ��� The through�

put of sequential access without read�ahead is represented in Eq� �
�� which is similar to

Eq� ���

TPseq �
track size

�AT seq � IRavg�
����
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The di�erence is that AT seq is the average AT seq� based on a given distribution of arrival

time of next request� The response time of disk access without read ahead is generally not

predictable� as the rotation latency is not predictable�

In the case of sequential access with read�ahead� Eq� �� and Eq� 	� formulate the

response time� Generally� the maximum throughput of disk equals to the disk rotating speed

times track size and adjustment� For a disk with NP data platters� due to the existence of

track skews� there needs NP�� revolution in order to read all the NP tracks in a cylinder

that can be observed from Figure �� In addition� cylinder skew� which is generally longer

than track skew� needs to be discounted from the equation� Eq� ��� shows the maximum

throughput of a disk�

TPmax �
track size

MA
� AJ ����

where

AJ �
NP �MA

��NP � �� �MA� � �CS � �MA� �NP � �� � TS��
����

The adjustment AJ in Eq� ��� is to compensate the time spent on track and cylinder skews�

When the inter�request delay is long� according to the second part of Eq� ��� there is

a delay for data transfer from disk to host machine� The accumulation of several late read

requests may cause a missz and disrupt the read�ahead chain� As a result� one or more

revolution is wasted and the disk cannot achieve its maximum throughput� The following

lemma shows a condition for maximum throughput�

Lemma � If for every i�

tp�i � tt�i�� � TS � CT � ST �H�� ����

the host machine receives data as fast as the maximum throughput of disk�

Proof tp�i is the time when host machine �nishes the i�th disk access and tt�i�� is the

time when disk �nishes the i� ���th media access� It can be observed from Figure � that

tp�i � tt�i � CT � ST �H��MA� ��	�

zI�e� the read�write head passes the start of the track before the access request arrives at the disk

controller�
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Replacing tp�i in Eq� ��� using Eq� ���� we have

tt�i�� � tt�i � TS � �MA� ��
�

or

tt�i � tt�i�� � TS �MA� ����

Eq� ��� means that disks has no miss in the sequential read� I�e� at its maximum throughput�

In the following� we will show the condition of the length of inter�request period IRi� so

that host machine can obtain the maximum throughput from the disk�

Lemma � If for every i�

IRi � TS �MA�H�� SI � ST �H�� ����

then the host machine can read the disk at its maximum throughput�

Proof Adding tp�i to both side of Eq��	�� we have

tp�i � IRi � tp�i � TS �MA�H�� SI � ST �H�� ���

Since tr�i�� � tp�i � IRi and tt�i � tp�i �H�� ST � CT �MA� Eq� ��� becomes

tr�i�� � tt�i � TS � CT �H�� SI� ����

or

tr�i�� �H� � SI � tt�i � TS � CT� ����

Applying Eq� ��� we have

tp�i � tt�i�� � TS � CT � ST �H� ����

According to Lemma �� the host machine can access the disk at disk�s maximum speed�

To obtain the maximum throughput� a video server has to keep inter�request delay under

TS �MA � H� � SI � ST � H�� that can be a critical factor for scheduling� When the

condition does not hold� the response time is increased� and eventually the read�ahead chain
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will be broken� In consequence� the total throughput is reduced� The following formula is

an approximation of the throughput that modi�es Eq� ��� by multiplying a degradation

factor�

TPappx �

��
�

track size
MA

�AJ � BC
BC��

if BC � �

TPmax if BC � �
����

where

BC �
MA� TS

IRi � �TS �MA�H�� SI � ST �H��
����

BC is the number of disk reads before the read�ahead chain is broken and BC
BC��

is the

degradation factor�
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Example � In this example� accuracy of the approximation throughput function Eq����

is examined� The outcomes of approximation function are compared with experiments for

delay from 
ms to �
ms� depicted in Figure �� Each data point is the average from �




random tests�
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��� Applications in Multimedia Storage Systems

There are decision support issues� such as performance prediction� �le layout� and disk I�O

scheduling of multimedia storage system can bene�t from the proposed model� The model

can o�er an accurate prediction for most of the accesses� For instance� accessing �
 MB

on HPC����A disk continuously� the measurement from experiment is ��

ms� If using

the average access time from the reference manual� the predicted response time is ����ms�

while it is ���
ms when applying this model� The reason that the prediction time from our

model is higher than the measurement is that our model does not put bad sectors and other

unexpected incidents such as parity error� into account� The error rate is mostly within

�� which agrees to the �ndings in ���� Another application of the accurate response time

estimation is disk I�O scheduling that scheduling algorithms can be more e�ective when the

cost of each request can be estimated accurately�

An important video playback design issue is the disk I�O planning problem of accessing

a collection of tracks� Now assume tracks T�� T�� ���� TN are to be read� where tracks Ti and

Ti�� are not necessarily adjacent� and Ti is closer to the disk outer boundary than Tj� if i

� j� The planner needs to partition tracks into groups� and issues one I�O request for a

group of tracks� Having a model which can estimate the response times of all alternatives

accurately� the planner can make the optimized plan�

Intuitively� there are at least two choices� The �rst approach is to read the target tracks

one by one� and the other is access the target tracks together with the non�targeted tracks

lying among them in one multi�tracks read� The access time for a contiguous N tracks with

read�ahead� can be derived as in Eq� ���� if Lemma � is satis�ed�

ATN � H� � SI �DP � �N � �� � �MA� TS� � CT � ST �H� ��	�

The initialization cost is only counted once� and for the other N�� reads� the system may

perform non�stop disk read� The time to read the N data tracks using a sequence of N data

reads i�e� one read command only reads one track� is in Eq� ����

Example � A user process is to read track i and track i�� that each track is �
K bytes

��



tp�i �

�����
����

tp�i as in Eq� ��� if Ti and Ti�� are adjacent

tt�i�� � TSi���i � CT � ST �H� if td�i � tt�i�� � TSi���i

tt�i�� � TSi���i � nr � �MA� TS� �CT � ST �H� if td�i � tt�i�� � TSi���i

��
�

where

seek�Ti��� Ti� � seeking time from track Ti�� to Ti

TSi���i � track and cylinder skews between tracks Ti�� and Ti

nr �

�
tp�i�� � IRi�� �H� � SI � seek�Ti��� Ti�� tt�i�� � TSi���i

TS �MA

�

td�i � tp�i�� � IRi�� �H� � SI � seek�Ti��� Ti�

Figure 	� The Equation of Access Time of N�Tracks Data Read�

long� The disk scheduler can issue a ��tracks read to read in track i� track i��� track i�� and

track i�� in one I�O request� or to read track i and track i�� separately� Assume initially

disk head is on the target cylinder� and the host machine processing time H� for ��
KB is

four times as for �
KB� Using the data in Table � with BFR��
�� Eq� ��� and Eq� ����

the elapse times of both approaches reading track i and track i�� are listed in Table �� The

averages of the outcomes from experiments� conducted �


 times randomly� are also listed

in Table ��

From the example� it can be found no plan is better than the other for all the cases�

Every single parameter� such as revolution speed� seeking time� and inter�request interval

may reverse the decision that shows the importance of an on�line algorithm for making the

optimized plan� In Figure �� the chart shows the derived response times from the model

of reading � blocks in a read request and read i�th and i����th blocks separately under

di�erent revolution speeds and inter�request intervals�

Interleaving partitions of a �le or several �les is popular in the near�video�on�demand

�




Access Type Model Experiment

Read � tracks �����ms ���
	ms

Read track i IR � �ms �	���ms ���
�ms

and i�� IR � �
ms �
�

ms �����ms

IR � �
ms 	����ms 	����ms

Table �� One Multi�Track Read vs� Multiple Reads of Single Track�
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Figure �� Response Times with Di�erent Parameter Values

server design ��� in order to support many group of users� Generally� each of n �les� f�� f��

���� fn� is partitioned into m elements� stored sequentially as f���� f���� ���� fn��� f���� f���� ����

f��m� ���� fn�m that fi�j is the j�th element of the i�th �le�� and each group of users access to

one �le� Since video data is played in a high rate� disk access has to catch up the playing

rate for every group� Moreover� it is normal that only some �les are served at one time�

In the �le layout design� decisions include the number of �les� the number of partitions

and the size of element with the constraint that the access time of any subset of ff��j�

���� fi�j� ���� fn�jg should not exceed the time a video player consumes one �le element� i�e�

fi�j� Eq� ��� and Eq� ��� can be used to verify the legitimacy of the selected parameters�

��



However� the algorithms for the decisions are beyond the scope of this paper�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we present an accurate and useful� but not tedious� SCSI disk model for

multimedia storage systems� and a methodology for acquiring the parameters� The decision

supports of multimedia storage systems can utilize this performance model to predict per�

formance� design �le layout and I�O scheduling policy� Although the model is not claimed

as accurate as the disk simulator in ��� ���� for its compactness it can be implemented in the

disk driver for on�line decision supports� Currently� the model is implemented in the disk

device driver to explore various �le layouts and I�O schedule algorithms of a video server�

There are still many issues to be resolved� The �rst issue is to extend the performance

model and acquisition approach to the environment with multiple disks and�or with multiple

buses� The second issue is regarding the acquisition process� Although our initial intention is

to develop a methodology for ordinary users� it still has to resort to device driver modi�cation

and use of special equipment� such as SCSI bus analyzer� It is hoped that SCSI disk and

controller manufacturers can provide Vendor Unique Commands for programmers to extract

needed parameters�
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